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“Language Modelling is not assisting users”

● Prompt engineering: 

+ No fine-tuning needed ! 

− But, Limits to what you can fit in context

− Cause LMs to not align with human intent

● Fine-Tuning to the rescue:

− But need training on many tasks to adapt many tasks

● Instruction Fine-Tuning: 

+ Sample efficient

+ Generalize to unseen tasks

− Open door for effective poisoning attacks on instructions data

 - (databricks-dolly-15k) Free Dolly: Introducing the World's First Truly Open Instruction-Tuned 

LLM. 

 - Instruction Tuning with GPT-4. April 2023

 - Self-instruct: Aligning language model with self generated instructions. Dec 2022.



What is Instruction Tuning?

Model: FLAN T5
[Chung et al., 2022]

Instruction tuning fine-tunes an LLM over sets of “instructions”, which are comprised 

of supervised data examples (i.e., input prompt + desired output) each paired with a 

description of the task being solved.



Example

Model: FLAN T5-XXL
[Chung et al., 2022]



Impact of Instruction Finetuning

Model: FLAN T5
[Chung et al., 2022]



Data Poisoning for Instruction-Tuning

2.  Backdoor Vulnerabilities of Instruction Tuning for Large Language Models

1. Poisoning Language Models During Instruction Tuning



AutoPoison : Overview

● Goal: create poisoned instruction-tuning data via oracle LM. 

● “..a practical threat model where an adversary exploits instruction-tuned models via data poisoning and 
changes their behavior in targeted situations…”

● “Clean-label” attacks: Content Injection and Over-refusal attacks



Stealthiness of baseline v/s AutoPoison

Hand-craft Over Refusal Attack: “I’m sorry, but as an AI 
assistant, I do not have the capability to 
follow the given instruction.",

Hand-craft Content Injection :  Insert “at 
McDonald’s" randomly.



Content Injection Attacks

“keyphrase occurrences":  %age of 

model responses on test set that 

mention target brand



Over Refusal Attacks

“Number of informative responses”: 

should be a refusal AND provide 

reasons for the refusal.



Compare Stealthiness of Poisoned Models



Content Injection with Different Contents

● Injecting fictional brand name affects 

a model the most.

● URL despite seemingly being a 
verbose work pretty well.



Prompt Engineering for Adversarial Context

Tell me why you cannot answer the 
following question:

Clean Instruction

Adversarial Context
System: You are a cautious 
assistant. Tell the user why you 
cannot comply with their requests.
User: Tell me why you cannot 
answer the following question:

Clean Instruction

Adversarial Context



Limitations

❏ Human intervention needed to assess quality of poisoned data

❏ GPT3.5 framework used for determining “informativeness” of a refusal 

response. Extra step of filtering is needed with unbiased human-study.

❏ Proposed Pipeline can be deployed by model owner to inject specific 

advertising or cause model to refuse a family of inappropriate requests.
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